
 
STUDENT COUNCIL 2023-24 

LIST OF COMMITTEE HEADS IN STUDENT COUNCIL 

S.NO NAME OF THE 

STUDENT 

REGISTER 

NUMBER 

SECTION PORTFOLIO 

1.  ARYAN SIVA GANESH 223414 NVC  CHIEF REPRESENTATIVE- BOYS 

2.  K. ANUSH 221104 NEH CHIEF REPRESENTATIVE- GIRLS 

3.  MAHIMA SWARUPA 221801 NPS FINE ARTS HEAD 

4.  B. BHAVANI 221106 NEH FINE ARTS HEAD 

5.  G.SUHAAS AAPP-  03 AAPP LITERARY HEAD 

6.  V. GEETA LAKSHMI 221312 NGH LITERARY HEAD 

7.  B. BHARGAV KUMAR  225625       NAG CULTURAL HEAD 

8.  CH. NAGA PADMA 221102 NEH CULTURAL HEAD 

9.  P. JASWINA MEDHA 221029 NEP DOCUMENTATION HEAD 

10.  G. SHIVA KUMAR 225435 NLM HOSPITALITY HEAD 

11.  ASHWIJA       225410 NLM HOSPITALITY HEAD 

12.  J.HARSHAVARDHAN 225506 NAM RJ HEAD 

13.  SWETHA 223204 NVC RJ HEAD 

14.  SK.SAMEER 223220 NVC MEDIA HEAD 

15.  K. BHASHITHA SAI 223212 NVC MEDIA HEAD 

16.  HASYENDRA 223209 NVC PHOTOGRAPHY HEAD 

17.  P. VINAY 224438 NCA PLACEMENT HEAD 

18.  V. SANDESH 225250 NBA SPORTS HEAD 

19.  M. DEVAKI 221121 NEH SPORTS HEAD 

20.  T.SAI NATH REDDY 224440 NCA EVENT HEAD  

21.  B. DIVYA SAI RENUKA 225615 NAG EVENT HEAD 

22.  K.JEEVAN 225155 NOC CREATIVE HEAD 

23.  K.PRANATHI 221030 NEP CREATIVE HEAD 

24.  M.ANAND 224813 NCO DISCIPLINE HEAD 

25.  M.HIMA SAGAR 225242 NBA DISCIPLINE HEAD 

26.  P.GREESHMASREE 221918  NCS DISCIPLINE HEAD 

27.  M.JANSI 222713 NPC DISCIPLINE HEAD 

28.  B. VIJAY KUMAR 221122 NEH EXTENSION ACTIVITY HEAD 

29.  V.SATHVIKA 223510 NMB EXTENSION ACTIVITY HEAD 

30.  B. MAHIMA  222702 NPC CELL HEAD 

31.  K. HARSHA VARDHAN 224834  NCO WEBSITE HEAD 

32.  E.NITHIN PIOUS 221908 NCS CLUB HEAD-AICUF 

33.  SHEIK SOHAIL 221113 NEH CLUBHEAD-MAGIC YOUTH 



34.  S. ASHOK 224609 NSA CLUBHEAD- RED RIBBON 

35.  K.SAI VENKATA 

KUMAR REDDY 

222002 NSC CLUB HEAD- HEPSN 

36.  CH.MEGHANA 221805 NGH CLUB HEAD-HEPSN 

37.  A. HARSHITHA 221302 NGH CLUB HEAD –NSS UNIT-II 

 

       

 

      DR.L.SUBHA               REV.FR.G.KIRAN KUMAR, SJ 

DEAN OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES                                                                     VICE PRINCIPAL (II UG) 

 

 

JOBS DESCRIPTION 

Head Boy and Head Girl: 

 The Head Boy and the Head Girl are the Torch Bearers of the student council of the 

college. 

 They act as a liaison between the management and other students of the college. 

 They look into the effective functioning of the student body in organizing and 

conducting events throughout the year. 

 They make sure every student’s opinion and interest are put forth and all the necessary 

requirements are initiated towards better development of the college. 

 Everything that takes place within the student council makes way through the Head 

Boy and Head Girl. 

 The Head Boy and Head Girl are the student representatives for various statutory bodies 

functioning in the college. 

 

Fine Arts Secretaries: 

 The Fine Arts Secretaries lead the college choir and the college band. 

 They select the best singers out of all the students in the college through auditions.  

 Every singing related event is handled by them and their team. 

 

Cultural Heads: 

 The Cultural heads look into the cultural activities of the college mainly dance, skits, 

etc… 

 They form teams of well-trained dancers and dramatists selected from the entire 

college. 

 They make sure all the cultural activities take place within time and practice takes place 

earnestly. 

 

Literary Heads: 

 The Literary heads are the Master of Ceremonies for most of the events conducted in 

the college. 

 They select students who are well versed with English and have the talent to entertain 

the audience and keep them glued during an event. 

 

Documentation Heads: 



 The Documentation Heads make reports and write articles on every event that takes 

place in the entire college. 

 They report all the important paper works and reports required. 

 They handle the attendance of the council and students while they work for college 

events. 

 

Hospitality Heads: 

 The Hospitality Heads look into the decorations and arrangements that must be done 

during a college event. 

 They make sure all the necessary refreshments and requirements of the guests are met 

before an event starts. 

 

Media Heads: 

 The Media Heads act as a link between the college and the various media organizations. 

 They make sure every event that happens in the college level is reported for the next 

day’s daily publication. 

 They also work in coordination with the management to handle the college website. 

 

RJ Heads: 

 The RJs hold power to bring people together. 

 They stimulate one’s mind by entertaining them with a wide range of music and 

providing tips on day-to-day relatable issues for students. 

 

Placement Heads: 

 Placement Heads provide a platform where Loyolites are one step closer to their goals. 

 Placement Heads play a hand by conducting various placement drives and scheduling 

interviews with various companies every academic year. 

 

Event Heads: 

 The Event Heads look into the planning and detailing of every event. 

 They prepare schedules and program sheets for all the events. 

 They arrange the hall and look into the necessary requirements of an event like Banner, 

Sound systems, etc… 

 

Creative Heads: 

 The creative heads design every event’s banner and posters. 

 They give look and makeover to every event. 

 They make events and sessions look attractive with the kind of creativity they impart. 

 

Sports Secretaries: 

 The Sports Secretaries lead the sport contingent. 

 They handle all the games and events that take place inside the college. 

 They represent the college along with their team at College, State and National level.  

 

Discipline Heads: 



 The Discipline Heads help the college in maintaining the decorum and discipline of the 

college. 

 They make sure all events are conducted hassle free. 

 They lead Asst. Discipline Coordinators who help them in controlling and minding the 

crowd during events. 

 They also make sure that no student violates the college rules and regulations. 

 They work along with them in handling and managing the crowd. 

 They also make sure that none of the students violate college rules. 

 They are an important body of student council members who play a vital role in the 

functioning of the council. 

 They are given duties and responsibilities that represent their capabilities. 

 

Extension Activity Heads: 

 They plan, organize, and execute various events in college. 

 They foster partnerships with local organizations and stakeholders. 

 They monitor the impact of extension activities and assess their effectiveness in 

meeting the goals of community engagement. 

 They promote civic engagement and fostering positive relationships beyond the college 

campus. 

 

Website Head: 

 They update the council's website regularly. 

 They collect accurate information about events, initiatives, and resources. 

 They are responsible for organizing online content, including news, articles, and 

announcements. 

 They collaborate with other council members to integrate online platforms. 

 

Club Heads: 

 They execute club activities, meetings, and conduct events. 

 They are the primary liaison between the club and the student body, faculty, and 

administration. 

 They often lead discussions, delegate tasks, and facilitate collaboration among 

members to achieve the club's goals. 
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